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Career Counselor Appointed

The Mystery of BSC Athletics

Many people feel that there is a group of people within BSC's Department of College Athletics who are anxious to see the demise of the hockey program at BSC. Why? Again, there are no definite answers, but let's analyze the situation.

It is true that the hockey program is expensive. But it's also the only Division II program at BSC that (at press time) has (or has had) an excellent coach in Ed Connors, and has the potential to become one of the better teams in Division II (including Army and UMass). Furthermore, the BSC hockey program is not as extensive as the many teams? How is the success of our teams? How is the success of our teams? How is the success of our teams? How is the success of our teams?

There is a definite problem on campus: what is the status of Bridgewater State varsity sports? Who controls the money allocated? The SGA finally arrived at a decision—Janice Dorsey would be the new Career Counselor for Bridgewater State College. A committee consisting of five SGA members received 25 applications upon the opening of the position. They interviewed all the applicants, and then interviewed the five committee members present. The number was cut to only four, who were recalled for another interview. Through all this, Janice Dorsey would be the new Career Counselor. The committee was as an index: 1, rev. lated education in career counseling; 2, experience in working the college atmosphere and 3, the consideration of the interview itself. Janice has her Masters in guidance and career counseling from Florida Atlantic University, where she lived, and she worked at, as a career counselor. Her initial reaction of Bridgewater was friendly. The student leaders communicate.
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Hockey coach, Ed Connors

The meeting was divided into two parts, the morning session, which took a kind of open forum discussion, and the afternoon, where the 36 student leaders were broken into small groups of about 7 or 8 people in order to present their ideas. Some of the problems which had been brought up in the morning session were then explored. The main feeling among the students was that there is a lack of communication among, student, faculty, and administration, which lack of communication leads to a state of ignorance and finally, in its most popular form,
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EDITORIAL

A GENERAL LACK OF INTEREST

I wish I had a crystal ball or resident oracle to let me know what is going on around here.

Each new day compounds on already ambiguous feelings about the environment I live in: going to College with many other people, living and being involved in activities. My education comes above all, yet I feel a great sense of accomplished immorality in being involved in several organizations which contribute to the character of the school. No one has ever monitored me to spend time planning lectures and committees, or writing letters.

As a participant in these activities, I was one of many who were asked to attend a meeting chaired by SGA President Ray Raposa, this past Tuesday. Pages of discussion were lack of response to various problems, with scrumishes in the Rathskeller, and decided student issues. Unfortunately, the time-honored term "apathy" was setup to and managed to manipulate consciousness. The word is based on freely, though it has little impact. Most of the involved leaders were in agreement that a large percentage of the students are not interested in the majority of programs presented by various campus organizations. While many were given for the lack of response, the conscious labeled is apathy.

Excitement will always exist but most recently, we've witnessed two examples of inactive response. The aftermath of the Red Sox game produced a handerelly rally, meeting the campus anxiety to protest against the screwed-out phenomenon. The Estuaries Theatre's production of "Hello, Dolly!" attracted record crowds to see performances from all aspects of campus life in a lively atmosphere. In addition, the SU Pine Arts Series is receiving applause. The choral society and a select few Program Committee events combined with the Saturday Clinic enjoy avid support. However, nearly every small club has thought of striking due to lack of interest. WBBM, SAA and WiK, in meeting, is few have limited responses as well. Trouble in the Rathskeller and problems not paricular to the campus bar but through the school. Ambitious ideas are all too natural for me now.

The membership meeting attempted to provide solutions through group action. With mixed feelings I entered and left convinced. I am convinced that there are a few more alternatives to a herbicide campus but the most ambitious attempts to create a pleasant and stimulating atmosphere have tried. What else can be done? Many of us have resigned to the fact that only a handful enjoy what is offered. I can only suggest that those involved in activity of any kind look to inspiration like 'Dolly' and the arts Kelly. Certainly the energy is there. We must accept heightened response from some ventures and decreased response from others. I will continue to go to the library, swim in the pool, support the fine arts, enjoy basketball games and swim meets, attend lectures and be one of the few who do. It is important to me, and not to others. Perhaps we should leave it at that.
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RATHSKELLAR T-SHIRT CONTEST

A contest to decide on a design for Rathskeller T-shirts to sell on sale soon was held from Sept. 16-Oct. The prize for the winning entry was "first" ad

minutes in all Student Union activities, and the first entrant of the 1975-1976 calendar year. In addition, the winner, Miss Mary Chris Kenny, was given the option of buying the adaption for her work. The winning entry was chosen by a special committee of the Board of Governors. Judging was based upon originality and creativity, and Miss Kenny's entry was the winner of a miniature German building, a painting made near her "at the bar".
Joe Tran: It's a Miracle

Joe Tran:

"It's a miracle!" These are the words used by Joe Tran, a junior at Bridgewater College, to describe the escape, fragmentation, and reunification of his family after they, like thousands of others, fled from South Vietnam and went before the Communist takeover over the last spring. In June when the evacuation was at its height Joe's sister Trinh, was supposed to come to the U.S. through a student exchange program, the American Field Service. At the last minute, however, her visa was canceled and so too was Joe's last contact with his family. As the number of refugees came daily the pace of the evacuation moved from front page to second or third page, life in the November turned to baseball. Joe could not take the news. These days and weeks of anxiety could not be cast off as easily as yesterday's news, until he learned the whereabouts of his family, and that they had arrived in Camp Pendleton, California. I was so happy, so right in July.

Still, there was no word as to where they were going next. It was another month before he or the rest of his family learned of their new location. "My mother had gathered her brothers and sisters, and went to my last school. "I was still in high school and was happy that my family would stay close."

In May I heard that my mother had gathered her brothers and sisters because my brother had asked me to speak in this country. And so I accepted. I was able to communicate with the people from the community and then leave.

Joe was a native student manager for Saga Food Service. His idea of work was... He said and raised his eyes. "I get complaints from both ends-if the student employees are not happy with the company, they become, and if the bosses are not happy with the student, they become mad." Joe originally came to the United States in 1972 and studied at a University in Southern California. "The communication won the award," Joe said. He spoke in English at first and learned to communicate with the people in the community. Joe has developed a mixture of cultures-a middle ground of Chinese, Vietnamese, and dynamic.

In the afternoon, some action in group dynamics was taken in order to try to find a solution to some of the problems brought up in the morning. These groups formed, doing nothing to which the idea of organization of the university was to be used at the university and the university community. Joe had already been a member of the group and was also a member of the group, the group meeting, was to inform the students of the campus of the improve.

Concrete results of this meeting were hard to measure until a plan of action by the student leaders was actually decided upon and carried out. Joe has turned the floor over to you, the silent majority out there, who have an idea of what you would like to have. Joe is the leader of the group who negotiated the escape and reunification of his family. Joe is the leader of the group who managed to escape on this boat.

"The situation was unbelievable. The family was picked up by a U.S. Navy ship, and then the refugees spent another day at sea, landing in the Philippines and Guam. What happened in between? The Tyron were finally transferred in Indian Town Gap, in Pennsylvania. Meanwhile all this time Joe had been busy writing and calling for brochures and sisters in California. He contacted my family in New Jersey who were to have sponsored his sister and they offered to sponsor the family.

Finally in August, I found out my father and had made it. It was like a miracle! Joe said and raised his eyes. "I get complaints from both ends—if the student employees are not happy with the company, they become mad. Joe is the leader of the group who managed to escape on this boat. Joe is the leader of the group who managed to escape on this boat. Joe is the leader of the group who managed to escape on this boat. Joe is the leader of the group who managed to escape on this boat.

"Finally I found my parents and mother and father did not know where my mother and siblings because my mother had said that if she stayed, she would go there. Joe's sister had heard of a boat that might be able to escape from trouble and were able to contact their ship out and attempt to load it. Joe's mother, father, dear sister and brother-in-law were among the 964 passengers who managed to escape on this boat.

Finally just inside in-... Joe's sister had heard of a boat that might be able to escape from trouble and were able to contact their ship out and attempt to load it. Joe's mother, father, dear sister and brother-in-law were among the 964 passengers who managed to escape on this boat. Joe's sister had heard of a boat that might be able to escape from trouble and were able to contact their ship out and attempt to load it. Joe's mother, father, dear sister and brother-in-law were among the 964 passengers who managed to escape on this boat.

Finally just inside in-... Joe's sister had heard of a boat that might be able to escape from trouble and were able to contact their ship out and attempt to load it. Joe's mother, father, dear sister and brother-in-law were among the 964 passengers who managed to escape on this boat. Joe's sister had heard of a boat that might be able to escape from trouble and were able to contact their ship out and attempt to load it. Joe's mother, father, dear sister and brother-in-law were among the 964 passengers who managed to escape on this boat.
The Action Center for Women:  
Myth and Fact

by Dianne Sullivan

It has come to the attention of a number of members of the Action Center for Women that certain rumors about our organization have been circulating. The intention of this article is to dispel false rumors and to clarify some truths about the Center.

The Action Center for Women

- A subcommittee of women attempting to underwrite marriage and sexual roles - a group of which are known as "Women's rescuers."  
- A group of concerned people interested in knowing about themselves and each other. 
- A group of concerned people who are aware of the problems confronting women in everyday life.  
- A group of people who want to know what these problems are, from where they originate, and what effects women accept and perpetuate.  
- A cross-section of women of different ages, backgrounds, and personalities.

Do you feel trapped by people telling you what your cultural and educational capabilities are?  

Perhaps then, the Action Center for Women is for you. The Center is a place where people can come and freely discuss their problems. As one of our members stated, "The Action Center for Women is your home. It is a place where we can meet and talk and hopefully become more aware of who we are and where we are going. It is every person's right to be an individual and pursue her or his own cause of action." The Action Center for Women is a place where everyone may feel comfortable and receive support.

The organization is not an exclusive group. Although the Center's purpose is to deal specifically with women's issues, we reject no one. All are welcome. Perhaps our goal can be summed up in this quote from Rosa Maria Billie: The great success of the world will perhaps consist in this: that women and men, freed from all false feeling and vanity, will seek each other as an opposite, and be sister and brother to each other and come together as noble beings.

- If you are attracted to the issues which we have presented come and visit. If you do not agree with us, let us know what you would like the Center to be.

We need your support. Let us know you are.

Bridgewater Students Contribute To Hunger

by Rev. Richard Huffman

In Massachusetts, and family contributed to a Hunger Project that helps to fight against the suffering of the world. The Project is an activity of the Action Center which is on the campus of Bridgewater State College. You might be wondering what happened to these students.

Our committee received a letter of appreciation from the Cape Verdean American Community. We are grateful to learn of the contribution the Bridgewater Freedom from Hunger Committee made on behalf of the students, faculty, and staff of Bridgewater State College. It is right of us to be grateful to the people who contributed.

- We are preparing an important article on nutritional education and the virtual elimination of many vitamins in the regional hospitals on Cape Verde, some of which are members of the Cape Verdean American Community.

The fisheries project is designed to develop a small fishing industry on the island. The project is expected to provide employment for the local people. The center is also involved in another project which is to distribute fish and seafood to the people.

- The Center has distributed fish and seafood to the people in the region.

- The Center also contributes to the local people's nutrition.

- The Center also contributes to the local people's nutrition.

The Action Center for Women will hold its next meeting on Monday, November 10 at 7:30 P.M.

Dean Deep

A Good Person to Know

by Steve Landoff

This is the second article in a series by the 8th Student Services Committee.  

A friend to all students - Dean David Deep. A place where all students can come and talk about their problems.

Dean Deep did his undergraduate work at University of Stetson in Phys. Ed., where he received his B.S. in Physical Education. From there he went to Springfield College where he received a M.S. in Phys. Ed. He started his career at Bridgeport Community College, where he served as the head basketball coach and an assistant professor of education. A few years later he took on the position of associate dean of Men. He left Bridgeport and served as a professor at Harvard University. This time the college was very small and both jobs could be filled effectively. So he went to Harvard and the college grew and he found that he was spreading himself too thin. And so in order to decide which career he should pursue, Dean Deep concluded by saying that even though the Student Services Department was under-staffed the department would do all it could for the students. If it admitted that it didn't have all the answers, but if it didn't have all the answers.

- "If I did it I'd be a millionaire. All we do is try. We are here because of the students. No students, no action. We don't ask you to do something; we are glad to give the time.

The History Club Sponsors

A Lecture by Prof. Oscar Handlin of Harvard University, Who will speak on "The Relevance of Revolution."  

Thursday, November 13, 3pm in the Library Lecture Hall

And a Student/Faculty Social, following the lecture in the Formal Dinner Room of the S.U. from 4-7pm. Refressments will be served. All are Welcome!
Student Government Association

Highlights of the Meeting

By Mike MacHardy.
The Career Counseling Committee has introduced Mrs. Janice Darby who was selected as the coordinator for the Student Career Counseling Center of the SGA. She was chosen from four finalists out of a field of over two hundred applicants. Her office will be open from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. daily and is located on the ground floor of the Student Union.

Public Student Coalition Meeting
Bridgewater Student Union Ballroom
Sat. Nov. 1 11:00 am

September 23, 1975

SGA POSITIONS OPEN
ELECTION DIRECTOR AND ASSISTANT TREASURER

INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT SGA OFFICE OR S-UNION INFORMATION BOOTH

Flying Pizza
Telephone 697-8631
Bridgewater delivery only

Tues.-Sun. (5:00-11:00)

Student Government Association

Change in Freshman Election after recount

Freshmen Senators are

Alan Battistelli
Mary Camoll
Steve Gray
Jim Hartz

Volunteers needed for general work related to student groups.

If you are interested contact SGA office in the SU building.

The Playground

By Avraida Palladino

"come here, Rybinsk. I want to show you something." "What is it you want me to see, General?" "It is the playground, of course. You will see what I mean," says General with a smile. "General, I am very interested. I would like to know what you think of the playground."

"Well, it is a very interesting place. There are many children playing there. They are playing games and having fun."

"But why is it called the playground?"

"It is called the playground because it is a place for children to play."

"And how do children play?"

"They play with toys. They play with balls. They play with other children."

"Do they play in the sandbox?"

"Yes, they do. They play in the sandbox and make sand castles."

"What do they do in the sandbox?"

"They dig in the sand and make sand castles."

"And what do they do with the sand castles?"

"They pull the sand castles up and down."
How To Improve
Your Reading Skills

Part III

Practice on a regular basic practice. In order to develop the habit
of good reading you must train your eye.

Set aside 30 to 60 minutes every day to practice reading, much as a pianist, artist or athlete would.

With the abstraction, the difficulties of reading specific words and understanding the meanings of such words, I have many of our students," Queens College basic education skills department chairman Paul Pace explained. "They don't get as much out of college as they should.

"If students are earning our college (back and front of college) will work at a level in the classroom to master college textbooks that traditionally have been written and prepared for college," Pace said.

Publishers claim that in recent years word count has been coming back from campuses, particularly two-year community colleges and urban institutions, that their books are "too hard" for students.

But textbooks for two-year schools and urban institutions probably won't be any different from four-year colleges where remedial reading courses are on the upswing.

College administrators at four-year institutions admit that today's college students are not as adept at reading and writing English as they once were, "Students today are more verbal", said William Deely, HCLA director of academic programs. "They don't read. They've TV educated."

Some English teachers at the University of California have reported students are in their freshman English classes who were not proficient in the fundamentals of grammar. The remedial English is subject. A supervisor claimed that this "illiteracy" was a cultural problem, as students in small rural society have little chance to acquire reading-writing skills.

Other factors have influenced the decreased reading levels among college students. People who wouldn't have gone to college 10 or 20 years ago are now enrolling, especially in two-year institutions. And according to one publisher, community college students are over reporting a decrease in reading level. "We have had reports of some of those students reading at a third-grade level," an editor at John Wiley & Sons said.

Publishers are now using readability formulas to determine the difficulty of their textbooks. These indices measure the sentence structure and number of words in a sentence. According to an article in recent "Annals of the Academy of Political and Social Science", a book is judged in a large junior college market, it must not even average less than 125th grade on such tests.

传统的阅读书籍根据文章的难度，分为简单的（如Reader's Digest），有统一的页长度和类型的材料；中等难度的材料，如New Yorker，有250-350个单词；困难的材料，如纽约时报，有200-250个单词。当然，取决于你在阅读材料时的速度。如果你能以每分钟80-100个单词的速度阅读，你就能理解材料，如纽约时报的一篇报道，"The convenience of a checking account--like a savings account. Come in and inquire about our NOW accounts."

2bucks off.

A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus golden brown French Fries
plus I frosty pitcher of beer
plus all the salad you want to make.

Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMERSONS
Cocktails, wine and beer available.
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Other factors have influenced the decreased reading levels among college students. People who wouldn't have gone to college 10 or 20 years ago are now enrolling, especially in two-year institutions. And according to one publisher, community college students are over reporting a decrease in reading level. "We have had reports of some of those students reading at a third-grade level," an editor at John Wiley & Sons said.

Publishers are now using readability formulas to determine the difficulty of their textbooks. These indices measure the sentence structure and number of words in a sentence. According to an article in recent "Annals of the Academy of Political and Social Science", a book is judged in a large junior college market, it must not even average less than 125th grade on such tests.

Traditional college texts, according to the Atlantic article, "are also Indiana affairs, poorly written, visually unattractive and several years out of date when they are published." Textbook publishers now feeling
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Tickets for all events on Saturday evening will go on sale Friday, October 31st at 1:00pm in the S.U. Ballroom.

**TICKET POLICY**

**Friday**

*At Concert - one I.D. for every two tickets*

**Saturday**

One I.D. for every two tickets

Everyone attending must have a picture I.D. for proof of age. If drinking age changes refunds will be made. Watch for signs.

**BIRTHDAY PARTY**

"Happy Birthday dear Bridgewater, Happy Birthday to you!" And what a party it will be! The classes of '77 and '78 WRA and MAA are sponsoring the Birthday Party which will be held in the Gym, Saturday, November 8, from 8-12pm. For the low price of $1.75, you can attend this very special party complete with a huge birthday cake, an excellent rock band, beer, wine, and party hats and favors. The theme of Homecoming '75 is "Birth of a nation, birth of a school," and what better way is there to celebrate a birth than by joining in the festivities?

Tickets for the party go on sale Friday, October 31st at 1:00pm (see ticket sale policy). Get yours early and you'll be assured of having a ROWDY good time!

Ticket location is the S.U. Ballroom; only 2 tickets per I.D. There is no limit on guest capacity. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!

---
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The Comment

October 30, 1975

THE FAIREST

Anne Butler

Diane Carchio

Donna Kane

"Happy Birthday dear Bridgewater, Happy Birthday to you!" And what a party it will be! The classes of '77 and '78 WRA and MAA are sponsoring the Birthday Party which will be held in the Gym, Saturday, November 8, from 8-12pm. For the low price of $1.75, you can attend this very special party complete with a huge birthday cake, an excellent rock band, beer, wine, and party hats and favors. The theme of Homecoming '75 is "Birth of a nation, birth of a school," and what better way is there to celebrate a birth than by joining in the festivities?

Tickets for the party go on sale Friday, October 31st at 1:00pm (see ticket sale policy). Get yours early and you'll be assured of having a ROWDY good time!

Ticket location is the S.U. Ballroom; only 2 tickets per I.D. There is no limit on guest capacity. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
The theme for this year's floats as announced by the Homecoming Committee will be "Birth of a Nation - Birth of a School" which is also the theme for the entire Homecoming weekend. This year's Homecoming will celebrate the Nation's well-publicized 135th-anniversary. The possibilities of combining facts and ideas from each of these themes will provide imaginative float chairpersons with a host of ideas. Float Entry Blanks have been received from 15 clubs and organizations. They are the Class of 1979, Class of 1980, Great Hill Dorm, Ensemble Theatre, Kappa Delta Phi, Alpha Upsilon, Phi Pi Delta, Political Science Club and the S.U. Program Committee. Anyone who has failed to turn in an entry blank but would like to participate by making a donation to the Float Prize Fund you should contact Judy Beggert or Wayne Goudreault by leaving a note at the S.U. Info. booth.

Presently there are five cash awards besides the Board of Governors Trophy. First prize is $125.00, second $75.00, third $50.00, fourth and fifth $25.00. The floats will be judged on the quadrangle at 12:00 noon on Saturday, November 8th. All float entries should be on the quadrangle by 11:45 a.m. for judging. The parade to the football field will begin promptly at 1:00 p.m. Winner will be announced at the halftime show of the football game. Good Luck to all.

Judy Beggert
Wayne Goudreault
Co-Chairmen
Floats Committee
# Homecoming 1975 Calendar of Events

The 1975 Homecoming Committee proudly announces the
"Official Homecoming Weekend Calendar"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>SPONSOR</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday Nov. 6th</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Puff Football</td>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td>W.H.O.</td>
<td>Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick Off Party</td>
<td>7:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Class Of '76</td>
<td>Canoe Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday Nov. 7th</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football Rally</td>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Cheerleaders</td>
<td>Gym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming Concert</td>
<td>7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>S.U. Program Com.</td>
<td>S.U. Auditorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SATURDAY Nov. 8th</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming Brunch</td>
<td>10:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.U. Cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee Hour For Alumni Cheerleaders</td>
<td>11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Cheerleaders</td>
<td>S.U. Formal Diningroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Float Judging</td>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quadrangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parade To Field</td>
<td>1:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quad To Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater Bears VS. Curry College</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>College Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halftime Show</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>College Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathskellar Open</td>
<td>4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>S.U. Program Com.</td>
<td>Rathskellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming Buffet</td>
<td>4:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Formal Dining Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabaret Night</td>
<td>8 p.m.-12</td>
<td>S.U. Program Com.</td>
<td>Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Club</td>
<td>8 p.m.-12</td>
<td>S.A.C.</td>
<td>Tilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthday Celebration</td>
<td>8 p.m.-12</td>
<td>Classes Of '77, '78, W.R.A., M.A.A.</td>
<td>Gym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band In Rathskellar</td>
<td>8 p.m.-12</td>
<td>S.U. Program Com.</td>
<td>Rathskellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday Nov. 9th</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming Dinner</td>
<td>12 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tilly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Birth of a Nation,
Birth of a School"
Alcohol: What it does to the body

by Kevin Percey

After reading each of the following questions answer them with a "true" or "false" and find the explanation. For you psychology majors this is an example of immediate knowledge and a type of learning.

For the rest of you, decide for yourself.

The alcohol is sticky and gets food stuck as a different type than that found in beer, therefore only those who drink hard stuff can become physically addicted to alcohol. The alcohol found in any type of alcoholic beverage sold in bars and package stores is the same. The only difference is in the concentration. Beer contains about 4% alcohol, wine is about 9%, and saccharin hard stuff around 15%. Since concentration of alcohol is the only basic difference, consuming any alcoholic beverage has the same quality of alcohol is a medical as well as a social fact. One glass of alcohol per a period of time can will produce addiction. Metabolism, body chemistry, time, and one's attitudes about alcohol are contributing factors which explain why some become dependent upon alcohol more than others. I know you are asking "Most people who drink never become alcoholics," and this is true. But who knows for sure who will become addicted and who will not? Knowing the facts could mean all the difference in the world.

Most of the alcohol drink leaves the body through urination. Therefore, if you are an alcoholic the hangover is very heavy.

The amount of alcohol that leaves the body through urination is less than 10%; the rest is absorbed into the bloodstream the stomach. The liver breaks down the alcohol in a metabolic process, from the bloodstream to the liver, and then gets back into the bloodstream to be metabolized by the body.

The liver is to alcohol what the kidneys are to the body. The liver breaks down alcohol to water and carbon dioxide. The liver breaks down the alcohol to water and carbon dioxide of all the alcohol that leaves the body through the bloodstream.

The first part of the brain affected by alcohol is the one under the influence of alcohol. There is no evidence that alcohol has sedated not only the conscience but also the rational parts of the brain. Behavior and feelings come out drug affected. Either, a drug formally used to anesthetize the body in surgery, is made up of exactly the same molecules as do alcohol unless it is a flavor-dipped donut you've ever eaten. That's because it's a flavor-dipped donut on a stick. In your choice of nine great new flavors could mean all the difference in the world.

Drinking alcohol means that, at a concentration of blood is so high in the brain, it holds the highest concentration of alcohol in the body. Most after, after consuming a large quantity of alcohol, the true test of the individual comes out.

The first part of the brain affected by alcohol is the part that controls why we eat and how social regulations. Therefore, with the few drinks true feelings may and usually do come out. But after a few more drinks, the alcohol has added you not only the conscience but also the rational parts of the brain. Behavior and feelings come out drug affected. Either, a drug formally used to anesthetize the body in surgery, is made up of exactly the same molecules as do alcohol unless it is a flavor-dipped donut on a stick. In your choice of nine great new flavors could mean all the difference in the world.

Metabolism, body chemistry, time, and one's attitudes about alcohol are contributing factors which explain why some become dependent upon alcohol more than others. I know you are asking "Most people who drink never become alcoholics," and this is true. But who knows for sure who will become addicted and who will not? Knowing the facts could mean all the difference in the world.

Some of the common sense alcoholics in your family or neighborhood. They are drinking alcohol, not to become alcoholics but to become addicted.

The amount of alcohol that leaves the body through urination is less than 10%; the rest is absorbed into the bloodstream the stomach. The liver breaks down the alcohol in a metabolic process, from the bloodstream to the liver, and then gets back into the bloodstream to be metabolized by the body.

The liver is to alcohol what the kidneys are to the body. The liver breaks down alcohol to water and carbon dioxide. The liver breaks down the alcohol to water and carbon dioxide of all the alcohol that leaves the body through the bloodstream.

The first part of the brain affected by alcohol is the one under the influence of alcohol. There is no evidence that alcohol has sedated not only the conscience but also the rational parts of the brain. Behavior and feelings come out drug affected. Either, a drug formally used to anesthetize the body in surgery, is made up of exactly the same molecules as do alcohol unless it is a flavor-dipped donut on a stick. In your choice of nine great new flavors could mean all the difference in the world.
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Hello, Dolly!

Dave Rowland

Last weekend, The Robinson House School's annual melodrama presented "Hello, Dolly!" by the Old Pro Defence. Reviewing this play, I found audience reactions to be mixed. Dolly, played by Cheryl Beley, seemed to be proud of herself for being a great woman, and she should just be "herself!". The play itself was a mixed bag. Although it had a few funny moments, it wasn't very well written (she actually did write it). The last twenty minutes of the play were particularly bad. It seemed like a series of unrelated events, and nothing really tied them together. The roles of Cuervo Margaritas, and were well done. Although the production was top-notch, the actors themselves could have been more realistic. In my opinion, the cast and crew for a fine performance all three nights. The role of Bulette was excellently played by the chorus in the "Waltz Number," but the costume was too busy. The costumes were brilliantly designed, but the choreography was the train step sequence. The actors were generally good, and the dancing was much better. The chorus in the "Waltz Number" was superb. Despite these criticisms, the production was overall successful. The only thing that was difficult to understand was the audience; the actors themselves seemed to have no idea what they were doing. They performed their roles with a great deal of authenticity. There were some audience members who seemed to be enjoying themselves, and some who seemed to be bored. Overall, the production was a success, and I hope that people are still talking about it today. Dolly! (Cheryl Beley) was very successful in her singing and portrayal of the character. She finally breaks through her tough exterior and shows her true colors. Now what are they going to do next? I hope they have a plan. Black Hawk Productions and Barony, New York, New York, have released this film. The film features films Miss Blair has written, with the exception of one that was actually written by a different author. This film is a sequel to the first "Hello, Dolly!" and it continues the story of Ambrose, a young man who is trying to make a name for himself in the world of music. The film was directed by Edith Thomas and starred Marlon Brando, Robert Goulet, and David Wayne. Principal photography began in late 1973, and the film was released in 1974. It has been highly praised by both critics and audiences. The film received two Academy Award nominations for Best Actor and Best Actress. It is a classic film that is still enjoyed today. The film was released on television in February 1977. It is possible that it will be released again in the future, either in theaters or on television. However, all in all "Sweet Smell" is a very misdirected film. However, all in all "Sweet Smell" is a very misdirected film. It's too bad that the film was not more successful. The film features films Miss Blair has written, with the exception of one that was actually written by a different author. This film is a sequel to the first "Hello, Dolly!" and it continues the story of Ambrose, a young man who is trying to make a name for himself in the world of music. The film was directed by Edith Thomas and starred Marlon Brando, Robert Goulet, and David Wayne. Principal photography began in late 1973, and the film was released in 1974. It has been highly praised by both critics and audiences. The film received two Academy Award nominations for Best Actor and Best Actress. It is a classic film that is still enjoyed today. The film was released on television in February 1977. It is possible that it will be released again in the future, either in theaters or on television. However, all in all "Sweet Smell" is a very misdirected film. The turn out was excellent, over 100 students attended, half of whom were from The University of Akron. Many students recommended that the show be performed again in the spring. The turn out was excellent, over 100 students attended, half of whom were from The University of Akron. Many students recommended that the show be performed again in the spring.
Here's some Tricks (or Treats) for All the Students!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN! Enjoy!! Remember: Eat Pumpkin.

student awareness: HEALTH FAIR
The BSC soccer team defeated Roger Williams College, 9-2, for the first win in 1975.

**WHAT!!!**

Yes, it is true. After dropping soccer in 1969, the college reconstructed a varsity soccer team in 1975. As a result of a strong freshman team, the Bears were able to win their first six games of the season.

**WINNING TEAM**

The Bears' success can be attributed to the dedication and hard work of the players. The team's strong performance is evident in their record of 9-2. This success is a testament to the commitment of the players and the coaching staff.

**UNBEATEN RECORD**

The Bears have won all their games so far this season, a remarkable feat for a college soccer team. The team's success is a source of pride for the college and its students.

**NEW OPPORTUNITIES**

The Bears' success opens new opportunities for the soccer program. With their strong performance, the team may be able to attract more players and improve the quality of their competitive matches.

**FUTURE PROSPECTS**

The Bears' success is a promising sign for the future of the soccer program. It is hoped that the team will continue to succeed and bring more recognition to the college.

**CONCLUSION**

The Bears' success is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and the coaching staff. Their success opens new opportunities for the program and is a promising sign for the future.
A CHECK ON VOLLEYBALL

The volleyball team is currently at the tail end of an eight game break between games. All BSC faces the remaining 10 games in the next 24 days which they have to record. After an opening game loss to Springfield, bridgevarer squared out a close victory over Ullman and then crushed Widnos University. The Bears beat the Frighteners, a 6-0 match with Northwestern University and Eastern Nebraska, away.

So far, the Bears have lived up to pre-season predictions. Though an undefeated season never is the picture, a successful season. The Bears have had problems with gaps created by lack of experience. To single out any one person however, is the exclusion of others, would be unfair. Everyone has contributed equally.

The JV's have not put on a disappointing show either. But never content, they should be a good team in the future. The Bears are the only team on the squad, only 3 have any background playing volleyball. The major weakness on the JV team is serve reception, with the Bears failure to control their opponents serve, throwing BSC's offensive attack.

After losing to Springfield and Ullman, the JV's defeated Bridgewater. Hopefully this break between games will give the team time to work out its weaknesses and turn things around for the remainder of the season. The Bears are three and three, which means, to the exclusion of eligibility rules, which says that underclassmen teaching and playing on a college team is a no

The pool will now be opened Friday nights from 7-9 along with Monday, Wednesday and Thursday nights 8-10.

Ponderpuff Football
Monday November 3 ----
5:30 Undecided vs. Notre Dames
Wednesday November 5--
5:30 Notre Dames vs. Pepuck

Fencing
6-7:30 Tuesday and Thursday evenings in gym corridor

Bowling
3-5 Monday and Wednesday Academy lanes

Playoffs
Women's volleyball playoff results were as follows:
1. Flippityflops
2. Spazzwolds
3. No-names
4. Freaks

New Intramurals Rosters can still be turned in for Good Intramural Water Polo Good Volleyball Men's Basketball

headline is Friday afternoon October 31 at noon. Entries are still open for the badminton tournament.

Referees
Referees are needed for Men's basketball/water polo and good volleyball. Pay is $2.00 per game. If you are interested contact Judy Bard in Kelly gym or Ed Barber in Duquin for basketball or Cheryl St. Onge in Wood for Good Volleyball.

Upcoming Events
Homecoming November 7,8,9
Boston Celtes game
December 3 against Chicago Bulls. Tickets will go on sale November 17. Room for 20 men and 20 women. Cost is $4.00 for a $6.00 ticket

Ski evening - Thursday December 4 there will be a ski evening sponsored by the Good Recreation Association, The Student Union and the Boston Globe. Have will have lectures on ski equipment, movies, demonstrations, etc. FREE More information later.

WHO Raffle Winners
1st Prize - Art Sharples- case of Schlitz
2nd Prize - Debby Farrand- 5/lb of Seagrams
3rd Prize - Doug Perry- BSC season-ticket to plays

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

DO YOU KNOW that the Good Recreation Association has backpacking and camping equipment you can borrow!

- tents
- backpacs
- sleeping bags
- camp stoves
- foam pads
- to reserve equipment either call Judy Bard at ext. 282
- or stop in Kelly Gym.

MEMO TO BSC FOOTBALL TEAM
RE: System of practicing in the rain started a sunny New England week.
RE: To win!

PROCEDURE:
Rent 3 airplanes at cheap prices! The half hour before practice have Bad weather the field. Then send the 3 airplanes over with any umbrella of clouds. Deep soft place at the clouds. Wait fifteen minutes for the rain then practice.

Don Kent has set good to the Bears Last Saturday for the second straight week. It is now the Bridgewater football team last in the field, this time to the Boston State Warriors for the score of 7-7. A little over 100 people climbed onto a bearing from BSC to watch the Bears. They were to be disappointed more so if there weren't any players at 2:30 game time the clouds were threatening but not as much as of precipitation was developing after a scorning first period the Bears got on the scoreboard on a 1 yard TD pass from Dresness to McCurdy with about two minutes to go. With the PAT, BSC led 7-0. After several straight drives Boston State made 3 blacks in the BSC secondary and never within field goal range with 2 seconds left in the half the kick was good and halftime the BEARS LED. That was the turning point of the contest. That and the fact that it started to rain in the second half with the downpour for the Bears. Bridgewater's offense passed away in the second half while the defense did a good job considering it was overrated. The Bears team scored in the third period but Boston State scored the tie TD in the fourth. It remained at that score until Boston State filled the final period and the Warriors nailed Bridgevarer's credit in a 3 yard run for a TD with a minute left in the game. Final: 17-7, Boston State.

EXTRA POINTS - 1000 of Boston State was the leading number in the game with 117. Leading receiver for BSC was again junior Steve Washington who had 31 yards. In the dismal total offense category Boston State 20 yard 6; BSC 185 yards. Any hope of first place was left when Saturday's game was played, Purvacne Field at Northeastern. Speaking of the field it was all artificial turf which may explain why runners from both teams slipped at various times in the second half while it was raining. The Bears led 7-0. After several stallied periods McCarthy with about two minutes left in the game. Final: 17-7, Boston State.
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Open everyday 10 to 8.

For Classifieds are free for all students.

W.T. - Have you got it made? I'm really happy for you. - You deserve it.

To Mr. B.R. Melita - tell Uncle David where you go play. Your Z-Score.

Housing

Room for rent West Bridgewater. Quiet and friendly people. Call Scott 988-

plymouth plantation

To all the people who never helped us at all. Here's three dollars. Bananas! That turkey is got just around the corner. We have to go to the cranberry cooperatives every week, that means it's one step away from... Plymouth Plantation.

Dear,(or, and for, even)

homecoming party

For UNIFIED RIGHTS THERE WILL BE NO HOMECOMING DANCE.

Saturday November 8 from 8 to 1 0 in the Student Center. All faculty, students, guests and family are invited to attend which promises to be a fun-filled evening. Entertainment for the evening will be provided by two performers and will prove to be a very enjoyable night. Admission is free and all are invited to attend. Remember, homecoming is for all to enjoy, so come on up and join the fun.
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